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[A] [Marks : 35 + 5 for note taking]

Almost everybody who is a student is required to make notes at some time or/the
other. But do we ever ask ourselves as to why we make notes ? We // make notes usually
for three reasons. To collect the main points or ideas in a /// text, to make it easier for
us to remember and revise the main points, and //1// to consolidate those day ideas in our
mind. We do not copy out a text / word for word for the simple reason that we do not
have that much time. // Moreover it is physically not possible to take down each and every
word of a /// large text. For a student this is neither necessary nor desirable.

Good notes have certain //2// characteristics. They are very brief and include only
the important points. We avoid using full / sentences. Why use twenty words when only
two can do ? Structure words such as articles // prepositions have no place in note taking.
The words that are necessary in notes are /// content words such as nouns, verbs, adjective
and adverbs. For example in the sentence “Money //3// is a means of exchange money
means and exchange” are content words, and the rest / are structure words. Good notes
present information in a logical sequence and sometimes in // the form of a table or chart.
While making notes we identify the organization of /// information in terms of the main
points and note them down using figures, letters and dashes. //4//

(An interval of two minutes)
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[B] [Marks : 35 + 5 for note taking]

Dear Rajendra,

It is a long time since I heard from you. I don’t know / the reason why you have
not been writing to me. I am doubtful whether // you are allright. I am very sorry to know
from our friend that you have /// discontinued your studies. I was very shocked to know
about your decision to give up //1// your education. I still could not believe this. I never
thought that you should give / up your studies like this.

Education is an essential things for all. A person remains // incomplete without
education. An educated person is highly respected in society. Education distinguishes a
man // from best Education which teaches the difference between the good and the bad.
Education gives /// you knowledge and wisdom and it help you to perfect your abilities.
It is by //2// means of education that can better his life in many ways. As we all know /
Education leads a person from ignorance to intelligence and dispute darkness from our
hearts. It // is a pity that I explain to you the necessity or Education. I consider it /// foolish
for you to give up your studies.

Dear friend, I believe not having a //3// good friend like me to guide you properly,
you have taken such a wrong step. / Your father has always wanted you to be a doctor,
so I want to suggest // to you that you should change your decision and make up your
mind to continue /// your studies as usual. Awaiting your reply very soon and meet personally
any time.

Yours faithfully. //4//

______________________
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